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Kate Cumming was one of the first women to offer her services for the care of the South's wounded
soldiers. Her journal provides a look behind the lines of Civil War action in depicting civilian
attitudes, army medical practices, and the administrative workings of the Confederate hospital
system.
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Kate's journal is amazingly well-written, and, as I said in my title, it is obvious from reading it that
she is a true Southern lady.When I consider how I write any old thing, any old way, in my own
journals, I am impressed by the way Kate kept all the wartime news- both on the battlefield and in
her private life- so nicely organized. Don't let the word "organized" fool you, though, into thinking it is
boring. This journal is anything but dull. Kate's writing style is intelligent, personal, detailed, and
extremely interesting; the amazing part is that most of it is written whenever she can snatch a
moment to herself from her nursing duties.From reading Kate's journal one quickly sees her
devotion to the South and its "cause" for freedom. She was not a nurse before the war, but when
the war began she volunteered to become one. As a nurse, she showed great compassion for the
soldiers, doing everything in her power to alleviate their suffering and to make their stay in the
hospital as pleasant as possible, under the terrible circumstances in which she worked. Sometimes
her burden would seem too heavy, and she would almost make up her mind to quit, but her
determination to be patriotic and her compassion for her patients would change her mind.Kate

Cumming was a true lady, and this fact also made her journal enjoyable. She is well-mannered; for
instance, when she does dislike someone she exercises reserve in writing about them, even though
she is writing in her private journal. She does greatly dislike "Yankees", but instead of simply raving
bitterly about them, she relates the incidents that cause her to dislike them.
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